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SKINCARE CREAM 
 
Thanks to just one all-natural cream, your friends will wonder if you’ve had work 
done. 

And unless you tell them about this eye cream, they’ll always wonder… 

 

With Vitamin K, DCX & Arnica Eye Cream from Palm Beach NutraEssence: 

Dark Circles à Erased. 

Puffy skin à De-puffed. 

Fine wrinkles à Smoothed. 

Tired eyes à Brightened.  

 

The all-in-one cream for women who want to be strong and fit, not just pretty. 

Our motto is “treat yourself well” because health and beauty can (and do!) have the same 
ingredients.  

With this cream, you’re not hiding imperfections in your skin. You’re healing and nourishing, 
inside and out. 

This isn’t a concealer. It’s a vitamin boost directly to the areas of the face that tend to need 
it most.  

And this cream only works better over time. Our users report better, more youthful skin that 
keeps improving even after years of use. 
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That’s what happens when you heal instead of hide. 

Finally, an all-natural botanical blend that actually does what it promises. 

Most beauty products on the shelves today are all concoctions of chemicals. 

Many of the popular products sold in the US don’t even pass the health and toxin standards 
in the EU and other parts of the world! 

That’s why we keep our ingredients natural and our formula simple: 

 

Ingredients 

• Vitamin K is an essential nutrient found heavily in super greens like kale, spinach 

and lettuce. It helps everything from blood flow to bone growth to heart health, and 

for your face, studies show that it can help eliminate dark circles, fine lines and boost 

skin elasticity. A staggering 99% of Americans have vitamin K deficiency. This cream 

helps you fight back. 
 

• DCX (or Dark Circle eXpeller) is a combination of natural extracts that provides 

intense moisturizers and toners for a refreshed, brightening glow. The shadowy 

“problem areas” around the eyes are nourished, directly reversing the tired look that 

haunts many women in their 30s, 40s and beyond.  
 

• Arnica is a plant in the sunflower family and is a world-renowned anti-inflammatory. 

It’s been touted as an aid in healing for decades and has soothing and rejuvenating 

effects that even today are not yet totally understood. Arnica serves as an incredible 
de-puffing and smoothing agent without irritating skin. 
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Yeast, soybean and rice bran proteins awaken vital skin function, minimize the 

appearance of dark circles, and support collagen and elastin production for firmer, 
smoother skin. 

 

Nourished and alive, inside and out. 

Not just beauty—HEALTH. 

That’s the Palm Beach difference. 

 

 
 

 


